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Abstract


The United States has always counted on its armed forces to win the nation’s wars. Winning is accomplished by the Army playing a key role by partnering with host nations, coalition members, the use of prepositioned stocks, regionally aligned forces and lily pad bases. After more than a decade of conflict the national strategy has begun to shift away from direct conflict to a conflict prevention strategy of deterrence. With a political and military need to defeat in place foreign-born hostilities to stop the spread of regional and global hostilities, the 2008 National Defense Strategy began to stress the importance of building multi-national partner capacity through rotational force training and pre-positioned equipment reserves to defeat violent unilateral actors. The United States uses lily pad bases, rotational forces and pre-positioned stocks as strategic landpower to act as a deterrence. Modern near peer equivalents do not recognize the deterrent effect the United States is posturing towards and continue with their sovereign nation expansionism at the cost of proxy nation sovereignty.

One case study will be presented; current Russian President Putin’s forces invading the Crimean Peninsula, and the lack of subsequent action by the United States and international partners to stymie the continued destabilizing effect in the EUCOM AOR.

The monograph concludes with recommendations for a whole of government approach through identification of centers of gravity for involved belligerent actors and thoughtful, decisive actions to influence the centers of gravity.
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Introduction

The American military is one of the finest militaries in the world, successfully achieving victory after victory in nearly all its engagements. As these conflicts were touted as victorious by the military personnel on the ground as well as the media, the requirement to downsize forces to manageable levels emerged. The quantitative level of troops and equipment were at levels during Operation Iraqi Freedom (Iraq 2003 – 2012) and Operation Enduring Freedom (Afghanistan 2000 – 2014) that were financially unsustainable.1 Both wars were averaging $7.2 billion per month, putting a significant drain on an already weakened economy trying to recover from a prolonged recession.2 Regardless of the victories achieved, the increased force and equipment levels were too costly. The need to control ballooning costs directly impacted the capability of the United States military to deter aggressive actions by belligerent nation-states in Eastern Europe through the current placement of prepositioned stocks in Western Germany, regionally aligned forces (RAF) and lily pad bases.

Due to a need for cost savings and as a result of political infighting, force reductions became a requirement. The reductions undermined the US military’s ability to provide a global deterrence force. The restrictions on force projection has opened the door for global actors to erode sovereign borders and threaten regional instability.3 In the US military, the ability to project a credible deterrence force is needed to provide assurance to allied nations and to let belligerents

---


2 "The Unending War," The Economist, October 10, 2015.

know the US is capable of immediate action. The ability of the United States to perform either function rises and falls with military end strength and readiness.4

With sequestration, which is the permanent shut down of specific money streams that support the military force, starting in fiscal year (FY) 2013, the Army experienced a shortage in readiness funding.5 The restricted and capped monetary expenditure limits resulted in a significantly and rapidly degraded Army. The degradation of the Army carried into FY 2014 and beyond. As a consequence of FY 2013 sequestration, reduced funding had forced the Army to postpone the reset of several thousand pieces of equipment. Thus, the Army fell behind in its efforts to recover from recent operations and prepare for the future, a challenge that continues to grow.6 The inability to achieve a prepared military force that responds quickly, was severely degraded due to political and financial constraints brought on by sequestration.7 The political constraints brought on by sequestration, placed a ceiling on the total end strength of the military


6 Committee on Armed Services, ‘Statement by the Honorable John M. McHugh, Secretary of the Army and General Raymond T. Odierno, Chief of Staff United States Army (March 5, 2015), 2.

and the ability to respond quickly and with sufficient actionable force to deter a belligerent nation-state actor.

The capped end strength required a decrease in the total number of personnel serving, draining the total number of highly qualified military members from the ranks. The total end strength of personnel directly correlates to the budgetary amounts approved by Congress that are culled from sequestration guidance. Without an adequate budget to support United States military personnel and equipment abroad, those forward-deployed forces are less capable of deterring regional instability and thus, regional instabilities may gain momentum.

Due in part to sequestration, the United States government appears accepting of the possibility of regional instability through reliance on old tactics and procedures to bolster the number of readily available forces. The current strategic plan for deterrence in Eastern Europe, as outlined by the current EUCOM (European Command) Commander, Gen Philip Breedlove, revolves around a collective DoD (Department of Defense) effort to show deterrence without causing unwarranted escalation or provocation.\(^8\) The way to accomplish this deterrence is through RAFs and available prepositioned stocks to demonstrate an immediately available fighting force.\(^9\) Breedlove further outlines the need for allied nation partners to sustain the US presence in foreign countries for the foreseeable future.\(^10\) Allied nation support affords the US a location to project force from while simultaneously leveraging credibility. Allies also provide the cultural understanding needed during conflict and the additional forces needed for deterrence. Without


allied support, the US military would be unable to adequately project sufficient force to act as a
deterrence, thus welcoming regional instability.

There must be a conscious effort to change the tactics that have been continually
implemented post-conflict, as a make-shift national defense posture while downsizing and
training during peacetime.11 RAF and prepositioned stocks no longer provide the deterrence they
once did. RAF are deployed forward on a continuous, rotational training mission to sustain
warfighter skills soldiers require to maintain warfighting readiness. If a sustained forward
presence fails to deter an adversary, committed forces must be agile enough to transition rapidly
to combat operations.12 RAF are a sustained forward presence that also double as a committed
force for the combatant commander (CCDR) if required for direct action. RAF’s bring a small
amount of organic equipment forward when they deploy. The RAF needs to be augmented with
prepositioned stocks currently located in Western Germany, for the majority of their equipment
needs to reduce response time and increase response speed.13

Research Question

Do prepositioned stock and regionally aligned forces using lily pad bases at their current
locations, form a basis for strategic landpower that provides the necessary deterrence to
belligerent nation-state actors in the EUCOM area of responsibility? Based on historical

11 BG Steven Shapiro, "Time to go back to the basics," Army Sustainment, December
2012, 2-3.

12 JP 3-0: Joint Operations, Change 1 (Washington DC: US Government Printing Office,
2008), Chapter V, VII.

13 MG Duane Gamble, COL Matthew Redding, and MAJ Craig Daniel, "Balancing
sustainment priorities for a new Security paradigm in Europe," Army News, February 29, 2016,
accessed April 19, 2016,
http://www.army.mil/article/162200/Balancing_sustainment_priorities_for_a_new_Security_para
digm_in_Europe/ and CPT Corey Scharbo, "The first regionally aligned force: lessons learned
documentation of involvement and actions with the US in foreign territorial disagreements, the hypothesis answers that the continued use of prepositioned stocks and RAFs using lily pad bases from their current location are insufficient to deter or counter any military style actions from belligerent nation-state actors in Eastern Europe. Additional research was done on what units are currently the regionally aligned forces assigned to Germany. The research looks at where the current locations of pre-positioned stocks are in Germany and if those stocks are better utilized positioned closer to Russia. Finally, the research further examines if lily pad bases are useful for accommodating RAF and therefore create a credible deterrence. To do so, a contemporary case study is analyzed involving pre-positioned stock (equipment stored and maintained in specific areas) locations, RAFs (military forces that are scalable and tailorable for all requirements and assigned to support Combatant Commanders) using lily pad bases (temporary and scalable bases from which to operate from) as a deterrence through a thorough center of gravity (COG) analysis in relation to contemporary nation-state actor Russia in Eastern Europe.

Case Study Selection

The following case study and military doctrinal guidance present a contemporary, real-world scenario involving a former Cold War adversary, once again employing political and military options to regain lost territory. While there are numerous examples of countries fighting for lost territory throughout history, this research was narrowed to provide a relevant study on contemporary conditions that are constantly evolving, yet nested within not-too-distant past events involving the US and the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union dissolved in the early twentieth century, and the Russian Federation emerged with the country’s first democratically elected president in Boris Yeltsin. President Vladimir Putin replaced in Yeltsin in 1999 as the next president when Yeltsin resigned and appointed Putin as his successor.

First, the case study analyzes the key concepts behind prepositioned stocks, RAFs, COG, and lily pad bases. The understanding and analysis include what the prepositioned stocks and
RAFs are intended for during both peacetime and wartime situations. Second, the case study examines the emergence of previously-used military expansionism techniques, such as lily pad basing and equipment stockpiling, to understand why the US continues the use of these techniques. The case study further examines the inherent possibility for the expansion of troop formations into neutral sovereign territories from lily pad bases, if left unchecked. The research excludes exact numbers of personnel and equipment locations, due to the classification level of that data. If the information is outside the realm of open-source documentation, the data is not used. In any event, any estimation of the precise numbers of personnel and equipment locations would detract from the relative importance of the research. Finally, the research demonstrates how old techniques still being used by the US are not having the desired deterrence effect on the belligerent nation-state chosen for this case study. The research further shows the possibility that a thorough understanding of the belligerent nation states’ centers of gravity (source of power/influence that provides strength) should be intertwined with the US use of prepositioned stocks and RAFs as a credible deterrence.

Deterrence

Military theorist Lawrence Freedman states, “Deterrence keeps known rogue states, emerging adversaries, and those wanting to harm the US from succeeding.” Freedman further lays the foundation for deterrence as a strategic concept by defining deterrence as a “coercive strategy” carried out by an actionable force. The actionable force must be credible in nature and have legitimacy in action to the enemy. Joint Publication (JP) 3-0 states, “Deterrence stems from the belief of a potential aggressor that a credible threat of retaliation exists, the contemplated

14 Lawrence Freedman, Deterrence (Cambridge, United Kingdom: Polity Press, 2004), 27.

action cannot succeed, or the costs outweigh any possible gains.”

 JP 1-02 states that deterrence is also “the prevention of action by the existence of a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction and/or belief that the cost of action outweighs the perceived benefits.” Therefore, if any of these requirements are not met, deterrence is presumed to be ineffective. If deterrence is ineffective, then it is not credible or legitimate to the belligerent.

Deterrence is defensive in nature, and overt actions are left up to the belligerent. In near-peer equivalent force-on-force actions, the US seemingly no longer capable of providing the necessary deterrence as an individual military force. The US appears to be lacking adequate manpower, basing, cultural understanding and allied nation support to be an effective, independent-operating superpower. The US has shown the propensity to be fully capable of quick, lethal, surgical strikes through the usage of Special Forces during Operation Iraqi Freedom (2003 – present) and Operation Enduring Freedom (2000 – present). For a longer military operation beyond surgical strikes, the US military has demonstrated an increasingly reliant need for multi-national support due to wicked problem complexity. The complex problems of the world have seemingly became increasingly no longer solvable by a lone superpower. More and more international incidents become solved through joint and multi-national partnership operations. Multi-national partner operations are increasingly becoming the norm from which top leaders of the US military are recognizing and emphasizing as a means by which to operate.

---

16 JP 3-0: Joint Operations, Change 1, Chapter VII, VII –2.


GEN Martin Dempsey, the 18th Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, best spoke to the need for joint and multi-national forces during a speech given to the Danish Army Academy on August 17, 2015 in Copenhagen, when he stated, “It’s the first time in 41 years we’ve had a legitimate risk emanating from state actors, and we clearly have a persistent threat emanating from sub-state and non-state actors, that makes for a very volatile mix and makes it difficult for us to balance our resources to deal with these multiple threats simultaneously.”

GEN Dempsey’s statement is indicative of the need for further development of multi-national partnerships to foster an environment of cooperation. The cooperative multi-national partnerships will bolster force projection and deterrence for geographic areas where the US military would be slow to respond due to the locations of pre-positioned stocks and required response time.

Partner nations must be leveraged to both assist and lead the way forward. Partner nations increase the ability of the United States to project influence in geographic areas of the world where direct political and military means are not an option. Through partner nation support, a credible, actionable, legitimate force is available with sufficient lead time to act in the necessary manner and with the necessary force to be a deterrence force. For the US military to effectively

---

20 Statement made by GEN Dempsey following meetings with the Danish Chief of Defense Army Gen. Peter Bartram and his staff concerning the first time since the end of the Soviet Union, the United States is facing a near-peer threat, and that is unsettling to many in the services. The full interaction between GEN Dempsey and the author of the article can be referenced at the following location: Jim Garamone, "Dempsey: U.S. Forces Must Adapt to Deal with Near-Peer Competitors," DoD News, Defense Media Activity, August 17, 2015, accessed November 2, 2015, http://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/NewsDisplay/tabid/6800/Article/613868/dempsey-us-forces-must-adapt-to-deal-with-near-peer-competitors.aspx.


22 Breedlove, United States European Command - Theater Strategy, 5-8.
portray itself as a larger element than it truly is in the EUCOM AOR, the US military’s use of combined multi-national operations has become necessary.\(^{23}\) The US military can mass limited numbers of troops through airborne operations from various units stationed in the EUCOM AOR to establish a small amount of military forces on the ground in a relatively short amount of time. To present a force that would be credible to a nation state such as Russia, a considerable amount of equipment and personnel would be required. The amount of personal and equipment cannot solely come from the United States. The United States must utilize a multi-national and joint operating environment to facilitate a robust deterrent force that is actionable against Russian provocations.

Maintaining a joint operating environment favorable to US national interests requires the US military to protect the global commons and underwrite the stability of international trade.\(^ {24}\) The use of multi-national forces establishes the foundation by which the US military builds joint international security. The demands of joint international security have forced American leadership to have almost continuous US military commitment since the end of the Cold War. The US military has executed nearly every mission across the full range of military operations from state-on-state warfare to counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, peacekeeping, peacemaking, peace-building, counterdrug, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.\(^ {25}\) The continued use of the US military puts a significant drain on the American population. Joint and multi-national training has helped develop a deterrence posture on foreign, sovereign soil. With the lack of

\(^{23}\) JP 3-0: *Joint Operations*, Change 1, 117.


prepositioned equipment in forward enough locations to be relevant, the deterrence effect is diminished quickly when challenged.

When the United States seeks to deter a specific and identifiable adversary, the United States is widely successful, such as in Western Europe during the Cold War and today on the Korean peninsula. The current contemporary norm has been that the United States becomes involved in unforeseen locations such as Somalia, Afghanistan, and other adversaries the United States did not initially anticipate fighting in for any amount of measurable time. Due to the involvements in the unforeseen locations, the US military has seemingly been extended beyond its unilateral capabilities with equipment and ready to fight personnel. To provide a legitimate deterrence, the US has shifted towards multi-national cooperation instead of unilateral operations.

Multinational partnerships afford the United States to no longer be a unilateral force, rather a multi-lateral force when engaging in conflict. Multi-lateral military action is accomplished through cooperation between allied nations with equipment availability, basing and combined forces. Without these available options, the US is not able to operate effectively from their current locations in depth. The joint fighting force of the US military as a large unilateral actor has moved to the background in favor of multi-national operations. GEN Raymond Odierno, former Chief of Staff of the Army and the Honorable John McHugh, former Secretary of Army, explicitly stated in their combined Army Strategic Planning Guidance in 2014 that the United States must request and utilize available “inter-service and inter-agency colleagues, international partner countries and employ the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),” to support or lead when and where necessary.

---


regionally.\textsuperscript{28} All components of the US government, along with international partners, should be leveraged when there is a conflict that requires resolution.\textsuperscript{29} The United States cannot be certain where or when it will deploy US land forces in the future. Known with almost near certainty, is that any significant US military deployment must be as part of a coalition, both for domestic and global political reasons. A coalition affords the US the ability to expand the current capabilities of a smaller, yet strategic landpower.\textsuperscript{30} The ability to expand and be scalable as needed through the use of lily pad bases and prepositioned stocks is necessary with multi-national partners to provide a legitimate deterrence force.

Center of Gravity

The United States seemingly finds itself in a political standoff with near peer competitor Russia over the annexation of Crimea. The United States, with a whole of government approach, has previously misidentified accurate COGs for Russia. What the United States has previously done, post-Cold War, has seemingly been ineffective against deterring Russia. The understanding of the locations of US pre-positioned stocks in Western Germany and the use of RAF with multi-national allied nation and lily pad bases aids in a comprehensive overview of Russian COGs. Understanding the modern contemporary foundation of strategic landpowers utility is needed to facilitate a broader perspective of its application when working to deter near peer Russia.

General (Ret) Robert Cone, the former Commander of Training and Doctrine Command, gave the keynote speech at the Royal United Services Institute Land Warfare Conference in 2012.

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{28} Odierno and McHugh, \textit{Army Strategic Planning Guidance 2014}, 4.


\textsuperscript{30} Peter Singer, ‘From Fuzzy to Focus: Questions to Ask about Strategic Land Power,’ \textit{Armed Forces Journal}, December 18, 2013, 3-4.
that helped revitalize the concept of Strategic Landpower.\textsuperscript{31} Cones revitalization of interest in strategic landpower is due to a need for correct identification of the enemy as a complex adaptive system. The need of US military personnel to identify critical nodes, and then striking those critical nodes in either a decisive single attack or in multiple attacks. Cones concept is soundly based on a similar theory proposed by United States Air Force Col. John Warden.\textsuperscript{32} The utility in Cone’s concept revolves around understanding how an entity is driven by their COGs and how the COGs also create an identity for the entity. Cone’s concept can be overlaid in the actions that Russia has undertaken in recent years, whereas Russia is attempting to prove it is able to do what it wants with its military as it sees fit. The identification of Russian COGs is a necessity to understanding Russian motivation. Understanding Russian motivation enables implementing deterrence through the use of RAF, prepositioned stocks and lily pad bases to influence the COGs.

Warden’s theory revolved around the COG support system, in which the COG derives its power from its power bases or rings. Influencing one of the outside rings or nodes creates only a limited effect. Influencing the COG directly is not necessary, indirect influence can be applied to the COG through successful and extreme influence on the outer rings. A decisive blow against the COG directly is always an option. In doing so, the risk of suffering a catastrophic success is

\textsuperscript{31} General Robert Cone, ‘Operationalizing Strategic Landpower,’ \textit{Center for Strategic and International Studies} (June 27, 2013), 2.

possible. Influencing the outside rings, while moving towards the COG can be equally as effective.

Figure 1: Warden’s Five Rings


Cone and Warden would both agree the necessity to develop and accurate understanding of the complex system with its inherent intricacies. Russia contains several layers of intricacies as a complex system that a single, decisive blow would not disrupt. Russia is not a single node actor, Russia contains several, multi-layered nodes of power that are very difficult, if not near impossible to influence directly.

In a complex adaptive system, under Cone’s model, attacking only the nodes would invoke the systemic collapse of the adversary, leaving little choice but to surrender. What Cone failed to develop was a thorough understanding of the various COGs the adversary draws its power from, not just an understanding of the various nodes. The COG is not limited to a physical structure; the COG can be a ceremonial piece, a religious calling or something more complex and obscure. The COG for an enemy should not be limited to the belief that the COG primarily is a single element. As with any complex system, the singular elements help construct the whole. The whole of the system is not dependent on any one element to sustain itself. The system shows elements of emergence and that emergence allows the system to dynamically reinvent itself by continuously learning and adapting.

The commonality between any centers of gravity is the assumption that disruption of them prevents the enemy from accomplishing their mission. In *On War*, Carl von Clausewitz identifies the enemy COG when he states, “A center of gravity is always found where the mass is

35 Cone, ‘Operationalizing Strategic Landpower,’ 4-5.


39 Echevarria, "Clausewitz’s center of gravity,” 2.
concentrated most densely. It presents the most effective target for a blow; furthermore, the heaviest blow is that struck by the center of gravity.”

Carl von Clausewitz was also inexplicitly stating how a COG is a complex system that can adapt and defend against attacks. Russia has undertaken similar action as described by Clausewitz in dealing with anti-Russian propaganda and perceived democratic encroachment to the Russian border.

The COG is a complex adaptive system by inherent nature. If there had been a more thorough examination of the critical nodes within the complex adaptive system, Cone would have come to realize that nodes are not necessarily an enemy’s COGs. If nodes are not the enemy’s COGs, then disrupting or destroying those nodes would do little more than to strengthen the resolve of the enemy. Incorrect identification of the COG and the COG’s power structure leads to an improper employment of military options.

With any complex system, the enemy has a choice in what happens, and the warfighter likely does not have a complete understanding of the operational environment. During a military unit’s assessment of its enemy, underlying relationships between enemy actors might not be readily identifiable. The desired outcome or consequence of an action might not occur. When deciding to strike or build a targeting list, one should include inputs such as culture, language, history of the people, religious implications, and the multitude of reactions from friendly forces.

---


41 Echevarria, "Clausewitz’s center of gravity," 4.


43 Lt Col Stephen Davis, "Center of Gravity and the War on Terrorism" (2003), 12 – 18.

44 FM 3-21.8: *The Infantry Rifle Platoon and Squad*, Chapter 1.

45 JP 1-02: *Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms*, 73.
actions. A COG is composed of several layers of complexity, and each layer is made up of individuals, collectives, customs, courtesies, families, and political ties. These key aspects of a COG are some of the inputs that must be included to understand better the numerous COGs for Russia. Russia contains all these layers of complexity and identifying each of the layers and their importance to Russia aids in developing a deterrence plan using prepositioned stocks, RAF and lily pad bases as an effective deterrence.

RAF and prepositioned stocks aid the United States and its allied nations in the concentration of forces throughout the world where there is not a standing army readily available. The concentration of military forces before engaging in battle is not a new concept in the history of warfare. For example, North Korea concentrated military forces, before marching south in June 1950. The Russians concentrated military forces before entering Crimea in 2014 and the Islamic State of Iraq, and al-Sham (ISIS) concentrated combat forces before entering Mosul in 2014. The concentration of force has been implemented throughout history as an offensive tactic and as a defensive tactic. Throughout history and in modern warfare, nations with standing armies have concentrated forces before an engagement to gain a tactical advantage. Using prepositioned stocks, RAF and lily pad basing accurately are necessary key components of deterrence.

---


Prepositioned Stocks

The United States has returned all the equipment back to Germany that previously was removed between 2009 and 2013 due to downsizing and force restructuring.\textsuperscript{49} The equipment is now designated under the Joint Multinational Training Command (JMTC) as the European Activity Set (EAS). The EAS is comprised of equipment pre-positioned at Germany's Grafenwoehr Training Area. The prepositioned equipment is intended to enable US regionally-aligned forces and multinational partners in Europe to train and operate with while fulfilling the role as the European Response Force and NATO Response Force.\textsuperscript{50}

With the equipment repositioned to the EUCOM Area of Responsibility (AOR), the equipment now falls under Army prepositioned stocks (APS) and Army Regulation (AR) 710-1. AR 710-1 defines APS as “stocks that are positioned at land-based sites and afloat.” The only element that has not returned to this geographic region are the soldiers needed to operate the equipment.\textsuperscript{51} Without the soldiers permanently returned to the EUCOM AOR, the equipment sits in temporary storage, not being utilized. Storing the prepositioned equipment in a staged environment does offer advantages over keeping a full standing army in place at all times.

Sustainment Costs of Prepositioned Stocks

The main benefit of not having troops permanently stationed in Germany is directly attributable to cost savings, as directed under sequestration.\textsuperscript{52} The monetary savings not only
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\textsuperscript{52} Stephen Krasner, "Declining American leadership in the world economy," \textit{The International Spectator}, Vol. 50, no. 4 (October 2, 2015), 175-176.
pertain to permanently stationed personnel but also to the constant wear and tear on the equipment that occurs during rotational training. Reduced usage directly correlates to reduced maintenance and operation costs. The concept behind having prepositioned stocks aligns with the same approach performed at the National Training Center (NTC) in Fort Irwin, California and the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) in Fort Polk, Louisiana in regards to equipment storage.

At both of the locations above, equipment is kept in a state of readiness aligned with training purposes only not immediately available for war deployment. The equipment, after a thorough military reset/refit program, is available for rotation into front-line units. If the equipment is not brought from a training status to a deployable status, the equipment is kept as a training aid, sent to a DoD salvage yard or placed in a foreign military sales program. The two main benefits of training units not bringing the bulk of their deployable equipment to austere locations are based upon shipping and maintenance costs. Having an equipment draw program in place in the EUCOM AOR affords the RAFs equipment to use and with enough lead time, equipment available for forward deployment to a lily pad base to act as a deterrence.

The typical cost for a unit to rotate through training at NTC or JRTC is $25 million. Costs to ship equipment to the EUCOM AOR would increase operational costs exponentially, over having prepositioned stocks available. The use of prepositioned stocks is crucial for deterring potential adversaries. With enough lead time, the US military could concentrate forces as a


deterrence force. When an incident emerges that requires large-scale US Army intervention, troops can be brought to the location of the equipment and use the equipment as required for missions. Once the US Army completes the overarching strategic mission, the US Army can return the equipment to the original storage location side. By design, prepositioned equipment and materiel are the first things the US Army uses to fight. With the use of prepositioned stocks, there must also be a location from which the RAF can mount an offense from or be a deterrence. To provide this basing area, the United States is gravitating towards temporary bases or lily pads.

Lily Pads

The US military rebranded the term, “lily pad” for the current era of the military. Recently, lily pad re-entered the common strategy, when former General Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) in 2015, told reporters that the Pentagon is considering the creation of new lily pads in Iraq in other hostile locations. Formally called cooperative security locations, lily pads suggest small installations allowing troops in isolated


locations to deploy quickly into battle. Lily pads are nothing like the massive bases that characterized the US occupation of Iraq between 2003 and 2011, with their fast food restaurants, car dealerships, and swimming pools. Lily pads are not intended to be like the sprawling bases found in many foreign countries, where tens of thousands of troops and family members have lived with all the comforts of suburbia. Lily pads allow for quick movement of forces into hostile and destabilizing areas, not for a prolonged continuous, permanent base. Lily pads also contain the inherent risk of continuously growing and expanding beyond its initial utility. The benefit to using lily pad bases is through its application to quickly be established and used with prepositioned stocks and RAF to create deterrence.

Lily Pads are an excellent tool for a quick expansion of forces to mass with equipment from a pre-positioned location that is ready for combat. Lily pads can only work if the United States has permission to enter a country and establish a foothold to operate from to posture forces for deterrence. Lily Pads have the inherent ability to grow and shrink as needed to accommodate troops and equipment, where and when needed. Such lily pad bases have become a critical part of an evolving Washington military strategy aimed at maintaining US global dominance by doing far more with less in an increasingly competitive, ever more multi-polar world. The relatively quick establishment of a lily pad base allows for a deterrence force to be readily available when
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needed with minimal cost and effort within striking distance of a belligerents COG. If needed, a larger force may grow and utilize the lily pad location for expansive operations.

Regionally Aligned Forces

The current methodology being utilized to show a physical deterrence and reassurance in EUCOM is to rotate various units from the continental United States (CONUS) based locations to Germany. The RAF is partnered with host and allied nation militaries for training and mission understanding. The goal of regional alignment is to provide Combatant Commanders (CCDRs) with “predictable, task-organized, and responsive capabilities” that help to achieve employment of the forces to reach desired end states and to “meet other requirements across the full range of military operations.” Regional alignment also provides a more efficient approach for non-traditional threats in an increasingly interdependent security environment. The Army seeks to train Soldiers and grow leaders who can adapt to changing conditions across the range of military operations. Regional alignment also prepares Army forces to build sustainable capacity in partners and allies to address common security challenges. This approach is consistent with principles of good governance and the rule of law. Units organized under the regionally aligned force concept also provide an immediate force-in-being to assure partners and deter potential adversaries.

---
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Currently, the US Army unit that is performing regional alignments in Germany is the 4th Infantry Division based out of Fort Carson, Colorado.\(^{72}\) Once overseas, the soldiers provide command and control for Army forces participating in Atlantic Resolve, which was launched this year in light of Russian intervention and aggression in Ukraine.\(^{73}\) The 4th Infantry Division soldiers will train alongside NATO allies and partner nations in the region to build interoperability, partner capacity and relationships.\(^{74}\) The multi-national cooperative training has been a staple for the US military for years. In a speech given at the Association of the U.S. Army Annual conference in 2012, General (Ret.) Odierno stated; “By aligning unit headquarters and rotational units to combatant commands, and tailoring our combatant training centers and exercises to plan for their greatest contingencies, units will gain invaluable expertise and cultural awareness, and be prepared to meet the regional requirements more rapidly and effectively than ever before.”\(^{75}\) The United States has learned many lessons over the last ten years. Nothing is as important to long-term success as understanding the prevailing culture and values of belligerent nations and allied nations.\(^{76}\) Understanding the relationship between culture and values aids RAFs in being a deterrent force when working with allied nations.


\(^{75}\) General Odierno as told by C. Todd Lopez, ‘Realignment of regional forces aimed at preventing future wars,” *Association of the United States Army*, (October 23, 2012), 2.

RAFs provide the military personnel needed with the necessary cultural understanding to respond with equipment from prepositioned stocks. Placement at lily pad bases within striking distance to an adversary’s COG provides a CCDR with a ready to fight and relevant force. Without adequate equipment, available forces, and basing, a CCDR will be unable to provide a necessary deterrence towards belligerents such as Russia.

Russian Incursion

On 07 May 2012, former Prime Minister of Russia, Vladimir Putin, became the 4th President of Russia (Putin’s third time “elected” to the presidency) when he succeeded former President Medvedev. A short two years later, Russia military equipment and personnel would be near its south-western border, at the doorstep of Crimea, based on a request from the Ukrainian exiled President Yanukovych. Exiled President Yanukovych made the request to President Putin to establish “legitimacy, peace, law and order, stability and defending the people of Ukraine.” The application for assistance from Russia was based on the Russian political belief at the time, that the Ukrainian people were “under the influence of Western countries,” and there were “open acts of terror and violence,” such as “persecution of people for language, political
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reasons, and ethnicity.” Russia, being led by Putin, felt there was an imminent threat to the sovereign Russian border shared with Ukraine where if Crimea fell and destabilized the region, Russia could be destabilized. Russia had to act to protect itself as well as show the world it was a changed country. The current placement of prepositioned stocks in Western Germany and the rotational training of the 4th ID RAFs was insufficient in portraying a credible deterrence force against Russian troop movements into Crimea. Due to the movement of Russian troops into the Crimean Peninsula, the US-Russian relations became further strained.

As Russia underwent fundamental transformations in its political, and economic system, the relationship between China and Russian remained unchange while the relationship with the US became further strained. Russia believed that maintaining its relationships with first and third world countries would aid in transforming its international image by showing solidarity and interdependence among countries. Russia enjoys having the rest of the world view their actions as those of a nation willing to help as needed. The image helps bolster the Russian narrative that Putin flaunts showing the reforms Russia is undertaking.

Russia wants to propagate an image in the EUCOM AOR that is similar to the image the United States holds worldwide. They unequivocally want to appear willing to assist regionally as needed and have the capabilities of operating outside their territorial boundaries. The narrative
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83 Russian President Vladimir Putin gave a speech at the Russian Parliament in 2014 defending the necessity to invade Crimea. The Russian need was premised on helping Crimea politically and to correct any previous wrongs that Crimea suffered during the 1990’s. Additional video and transcript is available as of April 19, 2016 at https://www.rt.com/politics/official-word/vladimir-putin-crimea-address-658/

cited by Putin is not new, rather a tired and old narrative with a predictable ending. The world as a whole understands what Russia is attempting to do. The world view of Russia revolves around Russia trying to expand its borders and increase is communist political influence on proxy countries (within close proximity by sharing sovereign borders and can be easily influenced). Russia refuses to recognize two simple points; they cannot change their international image through territorial land grabs, and they need to work with NATO on international issues. With Russia failing to understand the beforementioned points, they seemingly are willing to accept their current image on the world stage which is counter to their political narrative.

Crimea and Ukraine

For the United States or Europe to pretend that Russian relations are salvageable is irrational. The West has been in competition with Russia for many decades over hegemony in the Baltic States region. The US military has moved prepositioned stocks into Western Germany, assigned the 4th Infantry Division as the EUCOM RAF and expanded regional training on lily pad bases with multi-national allied partner nations. Several indisputable tension points are evident: the Russian involvement in Syria, SLOCS in the Black Sea, and energy blackmail in Europe. Due to Russia providing the majority of the petroleum-based resources in the Baltic region, they can readily manipulate direct costs and influence resource-dependent countries. Russia has the direct ability to control proxy countries easily to show legitimacy. With this direct smart power (combination of hard and soft power), Russia can force proxy countries to recognize Russian
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expansionism as legitimate. As Ukraine so clearly demonstrated, Russian desires to regain territory lost to a neighbor or that has gained independence regardless of ethnic or cultural consideration. The expansion of Russia is a challenge the West must acknowledge and address proactively. Russian revanchism is on full display; cloaked in the ambiguity of Nationalism and defense of allies.

February 2014, the Crimean Parliament was seized by armed men and the Russian Flag raised over the Crimean peninsula's capital building. This seizure showed the world that Russia was willing and able to do what was necessary militarily to assist in supporting a request from an ally. Raising the Russian flag on Ukrainian sovereign soil was viewed on the international stage as a land grab to start expanding the Russian empire. The Russian invasion of Ukraine is not merely an unfortunate series of events in a faraway land, but a serious threat to European stability and more broadly, the rules-based international order. Moscow's contravention of international norms by intervening in Crimea signals a belief that it can blatantly and unilaterally manipulate regional dynamics. Equally troubling is Russia's apparent flouting of the 1994 Budapest Memorandum, to which it is a member along with the United States, the United Kingdom, and Ukraine.

---
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The Budapest Memorandum guarantees Ukraine’s territorial sovereignty in exchange for the transfer of Kiev's nuclear arsenal to Russia.\footnote{Genya Savilov, “Russian Armed Forces Seize Crimea as Putin Threatens Wider Military Invasion of Ukraine,” KyivPost (November 16, 2015), 7.} The signing member countries of the memorandum agreed to come to the aid of Kiev, if there was a credible threat or the use of force against its territorial sovereignty.\footnote{Reilly and Edmonds, "The forgotten treaty which could drag the US and UK into war with Russia if Putin’s troops intervene in Ukraine," 4.} Russia broke this memorandum when it became the aggressor. Therefore, the remaining signing countries should have rendered support Ukraine.\footnote{U.S./U.K./Ukraine press statement on the Budapest memorandum meeting, US Department of State, March 5, 2014, accessed December 19, 2015, http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2014/03/222949.htm.} The other signing members did not render aid to Ukraine militarily, instead, the signing members are using political means by which to help Ukraine.

Russia's internationally unsanctioned and illegal commitment of forces into Ukraine threatens the very fabric of the Euro-Atlantic security architecture, which is premised on the “primacy of state sovereignty and NATO as the guarantor of that system”.\footnote{Cecire, “The Russian Invasion of Ukraine,” 19-20.} The sprawl of Russia into the former Russian territory of Ukraine is heightening the tension in a region already on the edge over fears of Russian domination. It will be diplomatically and militarily difficult, if not wholly impossible to dislodge Russia from the occupation and annexation of Crimea.\footnote{Lawrence Freedman, "Ukraine and the Art of Crisis Management," Survival: Global Politics and Strategy, Vol.56, no. 3 (May 19, 2014): 7–42.} The only
way Russia will voluntarily leave Crimea and Ukraine is under its own terms and timeline. There are no solid or imagined relationships that will persuade Russia to leave.99

The United States and global community should not take Russia lightly. There are no known ends to the aggressive move that Russia did in seizing the Crimean Peninsula. The surrounding countries are friendly with Russia, but leery at the same time. No single country will be able to stop Russia from moving in other directions and reclaiming lands that were formerly part of the Russian empire.100 A unity of effort approach must be taken in order to deter Russia from further land grabs. Deterring Russia is no easy task. The United States and many other countries have historically attempted to deter Russia from expanding their territory and failed.101 A better understanding of Russia and their COGs aids in understanding their approaches to international matters.

Russian Centers of Gravity

Development of the Russian COG analysis starts with the Russian President, Vladimir Putin, and proceeds through additional analysis of Russian motivations. Vladimir Putin, cares about border security and the international legitimacy of Russian hegemony. Putin wants to be respected and have Russian interests protected. During a panel discussion at the plenary meeting of the 19th St. Petersburg Economics forum in 2015, Putin stated: “We do not act aggressively. We have started to defend our interests more persistently and consistently. Russia is not aspiring...


for hegemony or any ephemeral status of a superpower. We don’t impose our own standards or
models of behavior and development on anyone. We want equal relations with all participants of
the international community – with the US, European and Asian partners.102 Russia does not act
precipitously, but it does act. Putin, will take advantage of circumstances directly and create
opportunities to exploit as he deems necessary.103

Moscow's treatment of Ukraine is instructive. Russia did little when Viktor Yushchenko
was in power.104 Russia viewed Ukraine not as an immediate concern to Russian stability, merely
a proxy country that Russia could do business with. Yushchenko made Ukraine relevant to Russia
through trade and available warm water sea ports. Russia viewed Ukraine instability as a chance
to show the world and the United States that they are a legitimate player in their respective
region.105

Further development of the COG with Russian involvement in Ukraine must encompass
western democracy expanding.106 Western democratic idealism is approaching Russian borders at
an alarming speed for Putin and Russia by encouraging applications to the European Union (EU)
and NATO.107 Putin perceives the EU (as an extension of Western democracy) as a genuine
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strategic threat. The threat comes from the EU’s potential to reform associated countries in ways that pull them away from Russia.\(^{108}\) The EU’s Association Agreements are incompatible with Putin’s plan to expand Russia’s Customs Union with Belarus and Kazakhstan and create a “Eurasian Union.”\(^{109}\) Putin’s goal is to secure markets for Russian products and guarantee Russian jobs. He also sees the Eurasian Union as a buffer against alien “civilizational” ideas and values from Europe and the West.\(^{110}\)

Historical reference does not justify Moscow's current support for Ukrainian separatists; historical reference provides context for Putin to act. Putin wanted to weaken rather than annex his neighbor in its entirety. If Russia truly wants the whole of Ukraine, Russia could force Ukraine to capitulate through decreasing the flow of industrial goods and petroleum products.\(^{111}\) The forceful takeover of the Crimean government was nothing more than Russia proving their ability to operate outside of their boundaries and to try and stay relevant regionally.\(^{112}\) Russia acts in a manner that appears to show Russia is only interested in what is best for Russia.

Putin has done nothing overtly obvious as to suggest that he wants to expand further his autocratic rule over comparatively smaller Baltic countries.\(^{113}\) Putin has not acted upon requests


\(^{112}\) Friedman, “Putin’s playbook,” *The Atlantic*, 2014.

from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania for increased natural resource exports or to engage in multi-
national training exercises.\textsuperscript{114} The need for additional territory does not exist for Russia. Russia attempting to grab a portion of Poland would be as foolish as trying to annex Ukraine fully. Putin fully understands the relative position of power he would be losing regionally if Russia annexed additional sovereign territory.\textsuperscript{115} Former Soviet Union Dictator, Joseph Stalin, already moved both countries westward at the end of World War II to redraw boundary lines settled by previous treaties and conflicts.\textsuperscript{116} The current Russian interests are in contrast to how Stalin challenged territorial sovereignty through direct, unrequested military power. A new and competent Russian army will not be marching on Berlin, Paris, or Madrid without provocation or national necessity.\textsuperscript{117}

The limited prepositioned stocks, available US Army forces in Europe and Baltic States basing locations would act as little more than a temporary delay against Russia if Russia did move westward.\textsuperscript{118} The distance of forces and usable stocks of prepositioned equipment
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drastically decreases the deterrent effect they are meant to provide when dealing with a near peer nation such as Russia. To solve the issue of locations of prepositioned stocks and availability to RAF and multi-national partners, the prepositioned stocks should be moved to a lily pad base that is closer to the belligerent nation state actor. To act as more than a speed bump to Russian forces, the US must leverage partner nation support with equipment and personnel.\textsuperscript{119} Two problems with partner nation involvement involve the political agreement that would be necessary to accomplish large-scale multi-national military operations and the amount of time consumed to produce the necessary amount of forces and equipment to act as a deterrence force.

Through the use of partner nations and a systematic increase of hard power, a NATO-led force could have the possible assets to deter a large Russian incursion across Western Europe.\textsuperscript{120} The NATO-led force would need to perform deliberate and decisive attacks on Putin and his parliament of oligarchs for Russia to recognize the futility in continuing the campaign. Destabilizing the governmental union between Putin and his oligarchs or destroying Putin directly, allows for follow-on forces to gain the initiative. Once the initiative is gained through prepositioned stocks and RAFs, Russia could possibly be forced to either capitulate, fight until every last military member is dead, a new treaty is signed, or Putin is stopped by the oligarchy.

The final COG for Russia is its desire for global recognition as a legitimate hegemony; that other countries need, so Russia can survive.\textsuperscript{121} Russia continuously works to change the
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negative image it has internationally. The decisive blow to the Russia image involves removing Russia from its perch of self-imposed smart power through an intensive anti-Russia propaganda campaign involving all means of internet based and printed pamphlet warfare.\textsuperscript{122} A method that works in conjunction with delegitimizing the Russian narrative involves providing choices for all goods and services provided by Russia. Providing natural resource options to Russian proxy countries from competitor countries such as Africa, the US, or Germany, will delegitimize the Russian influence. The United States would need to invest heavily in the foreign development of alternative energy sources. The alternative energy sources must be attractive to the proxy countries as well as financially viable to be deemed legitimate. If alternative energy sources are not a financially viable option for the Russian proxy countries, then alternate natural resources must be sought out and leveraged that can meet the proxy country’s needs.

The NATO or US-led anti-Russia resource dependency must provide alternative sources of petroleum products and tangible goods to compel proxy countries to diminish reliance on Russia. Delegitimizing Russian influence in the region will not be easy but will be necessary to afford proxy countries the opportunity to develop without undue influence. A whole of government approach must be used along with partner nation assistance to delegitimize the need for Russian resources. Russia seemingly will have no problems identifying new markets outside of the proxy countries to purchase Russian natural resources. The NATO or the US led coalition must identify those potential buyers now and start applying pressure through political and media channels to act as a deterrence to future Russian aggressions in the European region.

Application of pressure to proxy countries can be applied with soft power (political means) initially and moved to hard power (military means) if compliance does not happen. There

is the necessity to understand that hard power against a belligerent such as Russia would be futile and senseless if done as a unilateral actor, a multi-national cooperation would need to be done with the use of pre-positioned equipment, RAFs and lily pad bases.\textsuperscript{123} Political soft power and leveraging of diplomatic and economic actions is the most likely successful approach to impact directly the Russian COGs of Vladimir Putin, proxy country natural resource reliance and the Russian narrative. Russia does not respond to direct hard power in a manner that would be conducive to negotiations and any middle ground.\textsuperscript{124}

Recommendations on Russian Incursion

As of June 2015, there currently are less than 40,000 US military personnel permanently stationed in Germany. If required, this military personnel could render immediate action against a Russian advance. The likely hood of the success of any single attack against Russia as a unilateral actor would be doubtful. Multiple, multi-national attacks in conjunction with RAFs and prepositioned stocks that were closer to the Russian border through the leveraging of lily pad bases would prove to be the most effective method. The readily available amount of US military personnel that could quickly respond with any decisive blow is questionable. Leveraging of the US Army’s sister services and multi-national allied nation partners would be required for any formidable military strike or military disruption.\textsuperscript{125}

There are currently no forward positioned lily pad bases near Russia that could be utilized as a springboard for further strategic actions. The lack of lily pad bases, either as


unilateral bases only occupied by US military personnel or on foreign soil as a multi-national occupied lily pad base is alarming. The bases can be relatively small to dispel the unflattering image of US occupation that has perpetuated since the initial push into Iraq, the continued US military troop presence on the Korean Peninsula and stationing of military personnel in Germany since after World War II. A primary benefit of a lily pad base is the possibility to grow as needed to accommodate additional forces and equipment then quickly scale down in size as operations conclude.

Prepositioned equipment stocks are insufficient for any long term mission. The stocks could easily be leveraged for immediate action, but not a long sustained fight. Considerable equipment assets would need to be built up to provide the depth necessary to support a fighting force large enough to defend and attack against Russia. The availability of military equipment needed would require a similar amount of time to build the equipment density used during Operation Iraqi Freedom during the early phases of the war. The quantity of the equipment would need to be congruent with the amount of available military personnel. With Russia currently being rated as the 5th largest standing army in the world, greater preparation through multi-national rotational training exercises, and more robust planning and equipment availability will be required to act as a deterrence.126

RAFs would need considerable time to build sufficiently large enough forces of approximately 300,000k troops, before they could mount any substantial deterrence force against Russia. Bringing reinforcements from CONUS takes time, money and national will, all of which are currently in short supply. Utilizing forces that currently share territorial boundaries with Russia or are involved with NATO also takes time. These partner nations would first be

---

concerned with protecting their sovereign borders before they would send additional or surplus troops to fight Russia. With the United States not sharing a continent with Russia, the US could send troops immediately, but would lack the infrastructure to self-sustain. Partner and host nation support would be vital and a possible COG for the United States.

LTG Frederick “Ben” Hodges, current commander of US Army Europe, constantly speaks about turning a physical force of 30k troops into 300K troops with all the accompanying equipment. The idea LTG Hodges directly speaks about, takes a considerable amount of time. Time that would not be available if Russia truly wanted to expand their boundaries and demonstrate their true military capabilities. There are many skeptical opinions on Russian military power and their ability to be offensive as needed. A slight demonstration of their military capabilities was clearly shown by the relatively quick call to military action in Syria and the Crimean Peninsula. Russia was able to start their portion of Syrian interdiction via deep strikes with their Air Force before moving large concentrations of troops into the Syrian border region. Russia has the capability and can project force without other nations’ support or availability.

The lack of a credible and sizeable force coupled with limited prepositioned stocks contributes to the inability of the United States to project any amount of actual deterrence force that is recognized as legitimate by Russia. Due to the limited capabilities of the US and allied nations, Russia could move quickly westward and annex additional territory in the Baltic region uncontested. Russia could also apply pressure to proxy countries that are reliant on Russian
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natural resources through reduced output. Reduction of Russian natural resources exports would cause proxy countries to quickly capitulate. Without the proxy countries territorial availability for lily pad bases, any measurable offensive operations would be significantly hampered.

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

The United States military's force posture and projection of forces in the EUCOM AOR will continually adapt and change to meet new challenges and opportunities. Evolution of unilateral action forces to multi-national action forces is needed for the security requirements within the EUCOM AOR. The evolution of forces must be about the emerging strategic priorities that the US faces globally, yet still provides sufficient deterrence and supportive effort to the US allies in Europe. The US global presence must deter aggression, and the US military will need to work in close cooperation with allies to enhance coalition operations.\(^{129}\) Repositioning of pre-positioned stocks from their current Western Germany location to locations that are closer to known hostile nation state actors is paramount to effective deterrence. RAF can use the closer positioned equipment on multi-national lily-pad bases to act as a deterrence as part of a multi-lateral military force. The US military has seemingly not moved propositioned stocks to countries where multi-national bases are available, instead, kept stocks in Germany, away from the threat presented by Russia. Moving the prepositioned stocks to proxy country lily pad bases and increasing multinational cooperation with RAF would force a reaction from Russia due to the risk perceived by Russia to their sovereignty. The US military will need to further examine courses of action to counter the reactions from Russia.

The 4\(^{th}\) Infantry Division is the lead RAF assigned to Germany for rotational training. The RAF also is responsible to helping build multi-national support to quickly build a force that

can act as a deterrence where needed in the EUCOM AOR. The RAF uses the prepositioned stocks of equipment in Western Germany as a means to train with and provide assurances to coalition allies. Through the RAF mission, extended training missions can be accomplished with Russian proxy countries and the development of lily pad bases for follow on deterrence missions is possible.

Prepositioned stocks are currently located in Western Germany and their primary function is to be used as training sets for the 4th ID who is the assigned RAF in Germany.\footnote{Theis, "Army Prepositioned Stocks Ready for Action," July 3, 2008, 4.} For the equipment to be used effectively as a set of equipment for deterrence purposes directly, the equipment needs to be moved closer to the regional threat of Russia and maintained on lily pad bases operated by multi-national allied partners. RAF can utilize the prepositioned stocks on forward positioned lily pad bases to quickly grow the RAF capabilities to be an effective deterrent force with assistance from multi-national allies. The prepositioned stocks, moved to a forward stationed location, would enable the RAF to quickly become a deterrence force.

In conjunction with properly placed prepositioned equipment as far forward as possible to act as part of a deterrence for a cooperative multinational force, the need for lily pad bases becomes apparent. Lily pad bases need to be established in proxy countries as close to Russia as allowed by proxy countries. With lily pad bases, the host country must engage with organic military support allowing for the rapid expansion of forces at the lily pad bases to act as a deterrence force. A coalition that could quickly expand from the 30K to the needed 300K as proposed by LTG Hodges.\footnote{LTG Frederick “Ben” Hodges, "Army Europe: Making 30,000 troops look like 300,000,” ARMY Magazine, Vol. 63, no. 5, April 19, 2013, 52-53.} The multi-national coalition would be able to use pre-positioned stocks that were moved from Western Germany as the initial equipment source while follow on
forces moved to the lily pad bases. The lily pad bases provide multi-national coalitions with the opportunity to expand as needed for additional allies to support the deterrence mission against Russia.

The preponderance of the large scale military threats presented by Russia and emerging threats elsewhere, require multi-national allied nation support. For the ever-present threat to US interests and allied nation interests to be defeated, there is a need for military readiness to be at an all-time high as well as properly equipped troops stationed as close to the threat as possible. Without having properly, correctly stationed military forces, the US military possibly runs the risk of being ineffective initially until additional forces and equipment is able to arrive to reinforce the initial forces. Prepositioned stocks, RAF and lily pad bases with multi-national allied support, provide the answers needed for deterrence. Washington no longer can afford to permanently garrison the globe as a unilateral actor. Multinational forces afford the US military to perform their intended military function in greater depth and capabilities on foreign soil.

Regardless of where the US Army currently is regarding troop levels and equipment statuses, the US Army must be prepared to defend the nation’s interests as well as those of its allied nation partners. The re-emergence of the use of lily-pads, stronger multi-national coalition partnerships with RAF, as well as prepositioning of equipment, have all led to a more adaptive and reactive force. To make the US military a deterrence that is credible once again in the EUCOM AOR, the location of prepositioned stocks must be moved to a location that is closer to

the belligerent nation state of Russia, the RAFs must be larger and incorporate a greater diversity of multi-national partner nations and the availability of lily pad bases must be increased. The limitations on all the before mentioned parts, degrades the credible military deterrence posture the US military must have in the EUCOM AOR.
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